Vaccine Tricks
To Fool Muslims
VACCINE SALES DEPARTMENT
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Vaccines may Contain Filth & Haraam.

Hidden Substances.

Vaccines may contain filthy and impure substances
from animals and humans, like cancer cells, cows
blood & gelatine, dog kidney, infected homosexuals
blood, monkey kidney, pigs blood & gelatine, pus from
diseased animals and humans, plus many more!
Vaccines may also contain many toxic substances like
aluminium, antibiotics, abortion drugs, anti-fertility
drugs, aspartame, heavy metals, mercury, MSG,
polysorbate, sorbitol, and many more!

Many substances in vaccines may be hidden or
disguised because they are forbidden to Muslims,
Christians, Jews, Hindus, Vegetarians and Vegans, or
linked to cancer, infertility, sterility, disease and death!
Vaccine substances may be legally hidden by the
following methods and more…Trade secrets, patent
rights, disclaimers on changes in raw materials and
supplies, substances added but not intended as
ingredients, and insane regulations that allow
substances below a certain level to disappear from the
list completely. Thimerosal free vaccines that actually
contain mercury are still being injected globally.

Vaccines have been linked to nearly every disease we
see today like autism, autoimmune disease, cancer,
cot death, infertility, neurological disease, sterility and
death. Worse still, new diseases never seen before,
continue to increase as more and more vaccines are
injected into our innocent little babies and children.

Would you knowingly inject these
substances into your child?
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If the people really understood what was in a vaccine,
it would be very difficult to sell harmful vaccines and
polio drops to the public masses. To overcome this
problem, many clever methods may be used that
completely fool and confuse the Muslims, doctors and
even religious scholars into supporting vaccination!

Incorrect Medical Knowledge.
Did You Know?
We are being fooled into taking harmful Vaccines and
Polio Drops that may contain filth and impurities from
aborted foetus, animal blood, baby foreskin, cow, dog,
monkey, pig, homosexuals blood and more!
Many substances may be forbidden to Muslims,
Christians, Jews, Hindus and vegans, but clever sales
tricks can fool you into injecting these impurities into
your little child and baby.

Don’t be caught out!

Read More 

Vaccination is based on a long-discredited theory that
stimulation of antibodies in the human body equals
protection from disease. This theory has not only failed
to be proved, but has been repeatedly disproved by
many world doctors and scientists.
Drug companies have infiltrated and seized control
over the entire healthcare system, medical schools,
medical journals, hospitals, clinics and local pharmacy.
Doctors are slowly conditioned and groomed into
promoting a treatment that only targets symptoms,
but does not cure. Patients are locked into a kind of
slavery, requiring ongoing medical treatment, and
vaccines cause further disease, securing future profits!

Medical Study Fraud.
Medical studies may be funded by vaccine companies
and the results pre-ordained, biased or false. See
Vaccine safety tips and tricks, by Neil Z. Miller, and
Why most published research findings are false, by
John P. A. loannidis.

Polio Renamed.
Many disease like polio were never really wiped out.
To hide vaccine failure, governments and doctors may
simply rename diseases. Polio may now be diagnosed
as acute flaccid paralysis, Guillain-Barre Syndrome,
meningitis and more. Smallpox may be diagnosed as
monkey pox and other diseases are renamed as such.

Epidemics Caused By Vaccines.
Epidemics like polio are caused by vaccines. Instead of
halting the program, governments say they now need
to continue vaccinating to control the new epidemic.
This illogical decision spreads polio & paralysis further!

Vaccine Research by Muslim Scholars.
For fatwas & information on vaccines, visit the only
Islamic Body to have extensively researched and
written on vaccination, free from all vested interests.
The Majlisul Ulama at www.themajlis.co.za

Misleading Graphs (Designed to sell vaccines).

More leaflets and fatwas at
www.muslimhealthwatch.org





Halaal Label Fraud.
Many Muslim doctors are cashing in on so called halaal
vaccines. But halaal vaccines will never exist because
vaccines do not protect against any disease. They
actually cause and spread old and new diseases.

Impure Substance Undergoes Change.
Incorrect fatwas may be issued saying that an impure
substance has undergone change. Pig and cow gelatine
are examples that may remain impure say new fatwas.

Invalid Fatwas.
All previous fatwas supporting vaccination may be
invalid because nobody fully knows what is really in
any vaccine, or how vaccines work, not even the
manufacturers, according to a UK high court judge.
CDC Graph

Muslim Health Watch Graph

The above graph is a typical short term graph used by
the CDC, WHO, governments and supporters of mass
vaccination. The data points start immediately before
the vaccine was introduced, making it appear that the
vaccine wiped out measles. But data before 1950 is
withheld because it shows a clearer picture, and would
not convince anybody into taking the vaccine!

The above graph is a long term graph by Muslim
Health Watch. The data points start well before the
vaccine was introduced, and clearly show that the
vaccine did not wipe out measles. Measles declined
well before the vaccine was introduced and is said to
be due to things like improvements in sanitation and
living conditions.

This graph is very inaccurate, but sells vaccines!

This graph is very accurate, but does not sell vaccines!

It also shows cases of measles, not deaths, and fails to
give enough information needed to make an intelligent
and informed decision on vaccine efficacy. A true
picture of measles cases can never be obtained for
many reasons including the following...

It also shows actual death rates from measles clearly.
Understand well that deaths from measles were nearly
zero before any vaccines were introduced! It is very
strange why so much money is wasted in vaccinating
millions globally against diseases that kill so few, and
that vaccines are actually causing and spreading new
diseases. Instead, this money could be better spent on
improved sanitation, sewerage systems, clean water
and pure food supplies in the third world!

 Cases of measles may be easily misdiagnosed.
 Thousands of patients do not report in to their
doctor or hospital.
This same type of graph is used in Australia, UK, USA
and globally to sell vaccines for various diseases. Even
though it is highly inaccurate, it is promoted and relied
upon by the vaccine companies, governments, medical
schools, regulatory bodies, healthcare professionals
and the sickness industry. Sickness makes big money!

For more long term graphs showing that vaccines did
not wipe out any disease globally, see the following...
Muslim Health Watch: www.muslimhealthwatch.org
Dissolving Illusions: www.dissolvingillusions.com
Vaccination Dilemma: www.vaccinationdilemma.com

Bullying Tactics.
Hospital staff are programmed to push vaccines onto
newly born infants, when parents are highly emotional
and easily coerced, using scare tactics, lies and deceit!

The Safe Choice is to Say No To Vaccines!
Muslim Health Watch, The Majlisul Ulama & the
International Medical Council on Vaccination are
asking for an urgent and open, scientific, medical
debate on vaccines & vaccination. Thousands of
western websites now expose and oppose the many
harms, damage and death from vaccines, unknown to
most doctors and the public at large.
Learn more about vaccines. Start by visiting the
International Medical Council on Vaccination.
www.muslimhealthwatch.org
Petition the Ministry of Hajj against compulsory
vaccination. Keep our Hajj & Umrah pure & safe!
Share with family, friends, mosques & muftis.
MUSLIM HEALTH WATCH
THE MAJLISUL ULAMA
www.muslimhealthwatch.org www.themajlis.co.za

